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Abstract

This paper is aimed at the study of quantitative measures of the relation between Web
structure� age� and quality of Web pages� Quality is studied from di�erent link�based metrics
and their relationship with the structure of the Web and the last modi�cation time of a page�
We show that� as expected� Pagerank is biased against new pages� As a subproduct we propose
a Pagerank variant that includes age into account and we obtain information on how the rate
of change is related with Web structure�

� Introduction

The purpose of a Web search engine is to provide an infrastructure that supports relationships
between publishers of content and readers� In this space� as the numbers involved are very big ����
million users ��� and more than � billion pages� in �� million sites �	� at this time
 it is critical to
provide good measures of quality that allow the user to choose �good� pages� We think this is the
main element that explain Googles ��� success� However� the notion of what is a �good page� and
how is related to di�erent Web characteristics is not well known�

Therefore� in this paper we address the study of the relationships between the quality of a page�
Web structure� and age of a page or a site� Age is de�ned as the time since the page was last
updated� For web servers� we use the oldest page in the site� as a lower bound on the age of the
site�

The speci�c questions we explore are the following�

� How does the position of a web site in the structure of the Web depends on the Web site age�
Depends the quality of a Web page on where is located in the Web structure� We give some
experimental data that sheds some light on these issues�

� Are link�based ranking schemes providing a fair score to newer pages� We �nd that the
answer is no for Pagerank ����� which is used by Google ���� and we propose alternative
ranking schemes that takes in account the age of the pages� an important problem according
to �����

�Funded by Millenium Project �Center for Web Research�� Mideplan� Chile�
�This is a lower bound that comes from the coverage of a search engine�

�
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Our study is focused in the Chilean Web� mainly the �cl domain on the two di�erent times� �rst
half of ����� when we collected ��� thousand pages in approximately ����� web sites �Set�
 and
the last half of year ����� when we collected ��� thousand pages� corresponding to approximately
������ Web sites �Set�
� This data comes from the TodoCL search site �www�todocl�cl
 which
specializes on the Chilean Web and is part of a family of vertical search engines built using the
Akwan search engine ����

Most statistical studies about the web are based either on a �random� subset of the complete
web� or on the contents of some web sites� In our case� the results are based on the analysis of the
TodoCL collection� a search engine for Chilean Web pages� As this collection represents a large
� of the Chilean web� we think that our sample is coherent� because it represents a well de�ned
cultural context�

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows� Section � presents previous work and that
main concepts used in the sequel of the paper� Section � presents several relations among Web
structure� age� and quality of Web pages� Section 	 presents the relation of quality of Web pages
and age� followed by a modi�ed Pagerank that is introduced in Section �� We end with the some
conclusions and future work�

� Previous Work

The most complete study of the Web structure ��� focus on page connectivity� One problem with
this is that a page is not a logical unit �for example� a page can describe several documents and one
document can be stored in several pages�
 Hence� we decided to study the structure of how Web
sites were connected� as Web sites are closer to be real logical units� Not surprisingly� we found in
��� that the structure in Chile at the Web site level was similar to the global Web� and hence we
use the same notation of ���� The components are�

�a
 MAIN� sites that are in the strong connected component of the connectivity graph of sites�

�b
 IN� sites that can reach MAIN but cannot be reached from MAIN�

c
 OUT� sites that can be reached from MAIN� but there is no path to go back to MAIN� and

d
 other sites that can be reached from IN �t�in
� sites in paths between IN and OUT �tunnel
�
sites that only reach OUT �t�out
� and unconnected sites �island
�

In ��� we analyzed Set� and we extended this notation by dividing the MAIN component into four
parts�

�a
 MAIN�MAIN� which are sites that can be reached directly from the IN component and can
reach directly the OUT component�

�b
 MAIN�IN� which are sites that can be reached directly from the IN component but are not
in MAIN�MAIN�

�Another example of the autosimilarity of the Web� which gives a scale invariant�

�
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�c
 MAIN�OUT� which are sites that can reach directly the OUT component� but are not in
MAIN�MAIN�

�d
 MAIN�NORM� which are sites not belonging to the previously de�ned subcomponents�

We also gathered time information �last�modi�ed date
 for each page as informed by the Web
servers� How Web pages change is studied in ��� �� ��� but here we focus on Web page age� that is�
the time elapsed after the last modi�cation� As the Web is young� we use months as time unit� and
our study considers only the three last years as most Web sites are that young� The distribution
of pages and sites for Set� with respect to age is given in Figure ��

Figure �� Cumulative distribution of pages �bottom
 and sites �top
 in function of age for Set��

The two main link based ranking algorithms known in the literature are Pagerank ���� and the
hub and authority measures �����

Pagerank is based on the probability of a random surfer to be on a page� This probability is
modeled with two actions� the chance of the surfer to get bored and jump randomly to any page
in the Web �with uniform probability
� or choosing randomly one of the links in the page� This
de�nes a Markov chain� that converges to a permanent state� where the probabilities are de�ned
as follows�

PRi � q � ��� q

kX

j��� j ��i

PRmj

Lmj

�
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where q is the probability of getting bored �typically ����
� mj with j � ����k
 are the pages that
point to page i� and Lj is the number of outgoing links in page j�

The hub and authority are complementary functions� A page will have a high hub rank if it
points to good content pages� In the similar way a page will have a high authority rank if it is
referred by pages with good links� In this way the authority of a page is de�ned as the sum of the
hub ranks of the pages that point to it� and the hub rank of a page is the sum of the authority of
the pages it points to�

When considering the rank of a Web site� we use the sum of all the ranks of the pages in the
site� which is equivalent to the probability of being in any page of the site ����

� Relations to the Web Structure

One of the initial motivations of our study was to see if the IN and OUT components were related
to Web dynamics or just due to bad Web sites� In fact� Web sites in IN could be considered as
new sites which are not linked because of causality reasons� Similarly� OUT sites could be old sites
which have not been updated� Figure � shows the relation between the macro�structure of the
Web using the number of Web sites in each component to represent the area of each part of the
diagram for Set�� The colors represent Web site age �oldest� average� and newest page
� such that
a darker color represents older pages� The average case can be considered as the freshness of a site�
while the newest page a measure of update frequency on a site� Figure � plots the cumulative
distribution of the oldest page in each site for Set � in each component of the Web structure versus
date in a logarithmic scale �these curves have the same shape as the ones in ��� for pages
� The
central part is a line and represents the typical power laws that appear in many Web measures�

Figure �� Visualization of Web structure and Web site age�

These diagrams show that the oldest sites are in MAIN�MAIN� while the sites that are fresher
on average are in MAIN�IN and MAIN�MAIN� Finally� the last diagram at the right shows that the
update frequency is high in MAIN�MAIN and MAIN�OUT� while sites in IN and OUT are updated
less frequently�
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Figure �� Web site age in the di�erent components and page age �rightmost curve
�

Here we obtain some con�rmation to what can be expected� The newer sites are in the Island
component �and that is why they are not linked� yet
� The oldest sites are in MAIN� in particular
MAIN�MAIN� so the kernel of the Web comes mostly from the past� What is not obvious� is that
on average sites in OUT are also newer than the sites in other components� Finally� IN shows two
di�erent parts� there is a group of new sites� but the majority are old sites� Hence� a large fraction
of IN are sites that never became popular�

In Table � we give the numerical data for the average age as well as the Web quality �sum for all
the sites
 in each component of the macro�structure of the Web� as well as the percentage change
among both data sets in more than a year� Although Set� did not include all the ISLANDS at
that time �we estimate that Set� was ��� of the sites
� we can compare the core� The core has
the smaller percentage but it is larger as Set� triples the number of sites of Set�� OUT also has
increased� which may imply a degradation of some part of the Web� Inside the core� MAIN�MAIN
has increased in expense of MAIN�NORM� Overall� Set� represents a Web much more connected
than Set��

Several observations can be made from Table �� First� sites in MAIN have the higher Pagerank�
and inside it� MAIN�MAIN is the subcomponent with highest Pagerank� In a similar way MAIN�
MAIN has the largest authority� This makes MAIN�MAIN a very important segment of the Web�
Notice that IN has the higher hub which is natural because sites in MAIN have the higher authority�

�
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Component size���Set�� size���Set	� age �days� Pagerank hub authority
MAIN 	
� ��	�� 	� �����	 �����
 ������
IN ��� ���� 	�� ���	e��� ����	 ��	e���

OUT �� 	��	�� 	�� ���	e��� ����e��� ����e���
TUNNEL �� ��		� 
	� 	�	�e��� ����e��� 
���e���

TENTACLES�IN 
� 
��� 	�� 
��e��� ���
e��	 ���
e���
TENTACLES�OUT �� ����� 	�
 
��e��� ��	e��� ���e���

ISLANDS � ����
� 	�
 ���e��� ����e��	 
���e���
MAIN�MAIN 	� 
�
� �� �����
 ���� ����	�
MAIN�OUT �� 	��� 
�� ������ ����e��� ���e���
MAIN�IN 
� ����� 	� ������ ���e��� ���	e���

MAIN�NORM �	� 	���� 
�� ��
�e��� 
�
�e��� ���	e���

Table �� Age and page quality for Set� in the di�erent components of the macro�structure of the
Chilean Web�

ISLANDS have a low score in every rank�
Studying age� sites in MAIN are the oldest� and inside it� sites in MAIN�MAIN are the oldest�

As MAIN�MAIN also has good ranking� seems that older sites have the best content� This may be
true when evaluating the quality of the content� but the value of the content� we believe in many
cases� could be higher for newer pages� as we need to add novelty to the content�

Therefore there is a strong relation between the macro�structure of the Web and age�rank
characteristics� This makes the macro�structure a valid partition of Websites�

� Link�based Ranking and Age

Now we study the correlation of the mentioned rank algorithms with the age of the pages� In ���
we gave qualitative data that showed that link�based ranking algorithms had bad correlation and
that Pagerank was biased against new pages� Here we present quantitative data supporting those
observations�

Web pages were divided in ��� time segments of the same weight �that is� each segment has the
same number of pages
� and we calculated the standard correlation of each group pair of average
rank values� Three graphs where obtained� Figure 	 which shows the correlation between Pagerank
and authority� Figure � the correlation among Pagerank and hub� and Figure � shows the correlation
of authorities and hubs�

The low correlation between Pagerank and authority is surprising because both ranks are based
on incoming links� This means that Pagerank and authority are di�erent for almost every age
percentile except the one corresponding to the older and newer pages which have Pagerank and
authority rank very close to the minimum�

Notice the correlation between hub�authority� which is relatively low but with higher value for
pages about � months old� New pages and old pages have a lower correlation� Also notice that hub
and authority are not biased with time�

It is intuitive that new sites will have low Pagerank due to the fact that webmasters of other
sites take time to know the site and refer to it in their sites� We show that this intuition is correct
in Figure �� where Pagerank is plotted against percentiles of page age� As can be seen� the newest

�
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Figure 	� Correlation among Pagerank and authority with age�

pages have a very low Pagerank� similar to very old pages� The peak of Pagerank is in pages of ���
months old�

In a dynamic environment as the Web� new pages have a high value so a ranking algorithm
should take an updated or new page as a valuable one� Pages with high Pagerank are usually good
pages� but the opposite is not necessarily true �good precision does not imply good recall
� So the
answer is incomplete and a missing part of it is in new pages� In the next section we explore this
idea�

� An Age Based Pagerank

Pagerank is a good way of ranking pages� and Google is a demonstration of it� But as seen before
it has a tendency of giving higher ranks to older pages� giving new pages a very low rank� With
that in mind we present some ideas for variants of Pagerank that give a higher value to new pages�

A page that is relatively new and already has links to it should be considered good� Hence� the
Pagerank model can be modi�ed such that links to newer pages are chosen with higher probability�
So� let f�age
 be a decreasing function with age �present is �
� and de�ne f�x
 as the weight of a
page of age x� Hence� we can rewrite the Pagerank computation as�

PRi � q � ��� q
 f�agei

kX

j��� j ��i

PRmj

Lmj

�
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Figure �� Correlation among Pagerank and hub with age�

where Lmj
as before is the number of links in page mj � At each step� we normalize PR� Figures �

and � shows the modi�ed Pagerank by using f�age
 � �� � A � e�B�age
� q � ����� and di�erent
values of A and B�

Another possibility would be to take in account the age of the page pointing to i� That is�

PRi � q � ��� q

kX

j��� j ��i

f�agemj

 PRmj

Fmj

where F�j
 �
P

pages k linked by j f�agek
 is the total weight of the links in a page� The result does
not change to much� but the computation is slower�

Yet another approach would be to study how good are the links based in the modi�cation times
of both pages involved in a link� Suppose that page P� has an actualization date of t�� and similarly
t� and t� for P� and P�� such that t� � t� � t�� Lets assume that P� and P� reference P�� Then�
we can make the following two observations�

�� The link �P�� P�
 has a higher value than �P�� P�
 because at time t� when the �rst link was
made the content of P� may have been di�erent� although usually the content and the links
of a page improves with time� It is true that the link �P�� P�
 could have been created before
t�� but the fact that was not changed at t� validates the quality of that link�

�� For a smaller t�� t�� the reference �P�� P�
 is fresher� so the link should increase its value� On

�
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Figure �� Correlation among hubs and authorities with age�

the other hand� the value of the link �P�� P�
 should not depend on t�� t� unless the content
of P� changes�

A problem with the assumptions above is that we do not really know when a link was changed and
that they use information from the servers hosting the pages� which is not always reliable� These
assumptions could be strengthened by using the estimated rate of change of each page�

Let w�t� s
 be the weight of a link from a page with modi�cation time t to a page with modi��
cation time s� such that w�t� s
 � � if t � s or w�t� s
 � f�s� t
 otherwise� with f a fast decreasing
function� Let Wj be the weight of all the out�links of page j� then we can modify Pagerank using�

PRi � q � ��� q

kX

j��� j ��i

w�tj � ti
 PRmj

Wmj

where tj is the modi�cation time of page j� One drawback of this idea is that changing a page may
decrease its Pagerank�

�
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Figure �� Pagerank as a function of page age�

Figure �� Modi�ed PageRank taking in account the page age �constant B
�

��
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Figure �� Modi�ed PageRank taking in account the page age �constant A
�

� Conclusions

In this paper we have shown several relations between the macro structure of the Web� page and site
age� and quality of pages and sites� Based on these results we have presented a modi�ed Pagerank
that takes in account the age of the pages� Google might be already doing something similar
according to a BBC article� pointed by a reviewer� but they do not say how� We are currently
trying other functions� and we are also applying the same ideas to hubs and authorities�

There is lot to do for mining the presented data� Further work includes how to evaluate the
real goodness of a Web page link based ranking� Another line of research includes the analysis of
search engines logs to study user behavior with respect to time�
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